This paper studies the relationship between our long-standing algebraic concept of module specifications and modules as they appear in conventional programming languages. The approach we take is to introduce an intermediate algebraic concept of abstract program modules, which structurally model concrete program modules. We show how a system of abstract program modules is formally related to a system of module specifications. This work is intended to aid the design of modularization mechanisms and to facilitate the transformational development of a system of module specifications into a system of program modules.
Introduction
Over the last ten years, we have developed an algebraic concept of module specifications [BEPP87, EM90] that serves as a basis for the software development process. This concept was mainly influenced by contributions of Pumas [Par72b, Par72a] to datatypes and modules. Structurally, these module specifications are somewhat different from the modules appearing in programming languages such as Modula2 [Wir82] , Ada [Spr81], and ML [ttMM86] 1. This raises a number of interesting questions concerning the relative expressive power of these concepts. * Can every system of module specifications be implemented as an equivalently structured system of program modules?
* Can every system of program modules be described as an equivalently structured system of module specifications?
This paper studies the relationship between module specifications and program modules with these questions in mind. The approach we take is to introduce an intermediate algebraic concept of abstract program modules, which structurally model concrete program modules. We show how a system of abstract program modules can be directly translated into a system of module specifications, answering the second question above in the affirmative.
There are three significant structural differences between module specifications and program modules. First, the import part of a module specification simply describes its required resources, as in most ~module interconnection languages" [PDN82] , rather than naming specific modules to provide those resources. This enhances reusability in that the same high-level module can be used with different low-level modules in different contexts. Second, compound module specifications are built up using a variety of operations, such as composition and union. Such operations clarify the structure of a system and facilitate its restructuring using algebraic laws. Third, program modules generally provide separate import parts for the export part and the body. In contrast, a module specification has a single import part that services its body and, indirectly, also its export part. It is notable that this is not a significant limitation in the context of this paper: every system of abstract program modules can be e directly translated into a system of module specifications. The results reported in this paper are still somewhat preliminary, however, in that our current formulation of abstract program modules does not support the notion of generic parameterization. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces abstract program modules by way of an informal comparison with concrete program modules. Section 3 presents some mathematical preliminaries. Section 4 defines abstract program modules. Section 5 introduces module specifications and relates them to abstract program modules. Section 6 presents some concluding remarks concerning the extension of abstract program modules to include generic parameterization.
From Concrete to Abstract Program Modules
This section introduces abstract program modules by way of an informal comparison with modules in the programming language Modula2. There are two kinds of modules in Modula2, definition modules, which introduce colle~ions of resources, and implementation modules, which implement resources introduced in definition modules. As an example, the following definition and implementation modules provide a bounded buffer type Buffer and its associated operatmns. Modules may be used to hide auxiliary operations and constants, such as max, and the underlying representation for types, such as Buffer. A type is said to be either opaque or transparent depending upon whether its representation is defined in the implementation module, as in the case of Buffer, or in the definition module. Modules are interconnected by import clauses. The import clause in the above example allows BufferMod to reference Element, but no other identifiers, of ElementMod. Alternatively, the clause IMPORT ElementMod would provide "qualified" access to all identifiers exported by EementMod, e.g., Element would be referred to as ElementMod. Element.
Abstract program modules are intended to provide an algebraic model for the structural aspects of concrete program modules. As such, they do not model imperative/objectoriented features such as state, variables, and side-effects. Rather, they model the "type view" of programs, i.e., those features that refer to type declarations and implementations, and function declarations and implementations. An abstract program module consists of an export part and a body, corresponding to the definition and implementation modules of Modula2. As an example, the following abstract program module models the above bounded buffer modules. Note that we choose a specific syntax here to make the example easier to understand; subsequent sections of this paper use an abstract syntax. In a context where M is imported but N is not, T is semantically present, since expressions such as g(f (1)) are legal, however, T is not visible. Moreover, in a context where both M and N are imported, the range of M.f is considered to be the same as N.T, thus, an elaborate notion of type equivalence is required. In contrast, an abstract program module automatically exports all resources that are imported into its export part. References to a resource are always qualified by the name of the module where that resource was declared. For example, the sort Boolean is automatically exported from BufferMod as BooleanMod.Boolea_u and the range of BufferMod.isfull is BooleanMod.Boolean. Formally speaking, every reference to a resource within a module in which that resource is not declared must be qualified by the name of a module in which that resource is declared. Use-lists, e.g., as in IMPORT ElementMod USE Element, appear as syntactic sugar in this section to improve the readability of the example.
MODULE
create = rep(empty,O,O) isfull(rep(d,f,s))--false => insert(rep(d,f,s),c) = rep(update(d,(f+s) MOD max,c),f,s+1) isfull(rep(d,f,s))=true => insert(rep(d,f,s),c) = rep(d,
Mathematical Preliminaries
Abstract program modules and module specifications are extensions of the basic notion of algebraic specifications of datatypes [LZ74, GTW76, TWW78, EM85]. An algebraic specification SPEC is a triple (S, OP, E) where S is a set of sort declarations, OP is a set of operation declarations, and E is a set of equations. We distinguish between complete and incomplete algebraic specifications, where (S, OP, E) is complete iff every sort referenced in OP is declared in S and every operation referenced in E is declared in OP. The union SPEC1 USPEC2 (resp. intersection SPEC1 NSPEC2) of two algebraic specifications is taken to be the union (resp. intersection) of each of their components.
SPEC1 is said to be a subspeeifieation of SPEC2, denoted SPEC1 C SPEC2, if each component of SPEC1 is a subset of the corresponding component of SPEC2.
Given an algebraic specification SPEC = (S, OP, E), a SPEC-datatype A consists of a carrier set A, for each s @ S and an operation NA over these carrier sets for each N 60P. These operations are required to satisfy all equations in E. The set of all SPEC-datatypes forms a domain Alg(SPEC). The initial datatype w.r.t. SPEC, denoted TsPsC, satisfies the following conditions.
1. The data elements of TspEc are exactly those that can be generated by application of the operations of SPEC.
2. The operations of TSPEC satisfy exactly those properties that follow from the equations of SPEC using equational deduction and structural induction.
We are interested in two mappings involving subspecifications SPEC1 C SPEC2. []
We sometimes write A1 +AI: A2 to make explicit the common subdatatype over which the sum is constructed. The above construction can be generalized in a straightforward way to allow the "star" amalgamation ~=1 Ai of a collection Ai of datatypes for 1 < i < n, each associated with an algebraic specification SPECi with SPECij = SPEC~ N SPECj and common subdatatypes A~j E SPECij for 1 < i < j < n. The "star diagram" of embeddings for the case n = 3 has the following form.
A2

Abstract Program Modules
In this section, we define abstract program modules. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 introduce the syntax and semantics, respectively, of abstract program modules. Section 4.3 gives a final comparison between abstract and concrete program modules.
Syntax of Abstract Program Modules
In section 2 we used the following syntax for abstract program modules.
MODULE <name> EXPORT
IMPORT <name list> <definition of algebraic specifications> BODY IMPORT <name list> <definition of algebraic specifications>
END
The following definition introduces an abstract form of this syntax. We often refer to "the abstract program module with name N" more simply as "the module N". A modular system is also expected to follow certain "reference" conditions to ensure that its semantics is well-defined. The first condition states that the system must be hierarchically structured.
Definition 4 (Reference Condition I) A modular system satisfies reference condi. tion I if there is no recursive usage (w.r.t. importation) among abstract program modules.
Definition 5 (Expanded Components) For every module N in a modular system that satisfies reference condition I, • the expanded export specification of N, denoted EXPN, is the union of EXPDEFN and EXPM for all M E EXPIMPN, * the expanded body specification of N, denoted BOD~v, is the union of EXPN, BODDEFN, and EXPM for all M E BODIMP•, and • the expanded import specification of N, denoted IMPN, is the union of EXPM for all M E COMIMP~v.
The base cases in the above recursive definition are modules with empty combined import; reference condition I ensures that this definition is meaningful. The second reference condition states that the expanded components of a modular system must be complete algebraic specifications. 
Semantics of Abstract Program Modules
We now inductively build up the semantics of the modules in a modular system. We assume this system satisfies the naming conventions and the reference conditions. As a first step, we define the meaning of base modules, i.e., modules N with empty combined import COMIMPN. In this case, EXPN = EXPDEFN and BODN = EXPDEFN U BODDEFN. We take the meaning AN of the body in isolation to be the initial datatype w.r.t. BODN. The semantics of N is taken to be the restriction of this datatype according to the export specification.
Definition 7 (Semantics of Base Modules) Let N be a module with empty combined import COMIMPN. The semantics IN] of N is defined by
A N -~ TBODN
We now give the semantics of compound modules, i.e., modules N with non-empty combined import COMIMPN. In analogy to the base case, we want the meaning of N to be the restriction of the meaning AN of the body according to the export specification. We define AN in terms of the meanings of the imported modules, in particular, as the free construction F[gEEIMP~--.BOD~¢ applied to those meanings. Here, ~MeCOMtMP,,,[[M] is the star amalgamation of datatypes as described in section
Definition 8 (Semantics of Compound Modules) Let N be a module with nonempty combined import COMIMPN. The semantics IN] of N is defined by AN = FREEIMPN-.BODN(~M6COMIMPN[M]) IN] = [ANIExPN
3.
Certain additional requirements are necessary to ensure that the semantics of a module is well-defined and well-behaved. The first problem here is that the star amalgama-
for all pairs M1, M2 6 COMIMPN, where S12 = EXPM1 N EXPM2. The second problem is that inappropriate declarations and equations in a module can change the semantics of its imported modules. For example, the equation 0=1 will collapse the elements of the sort Cardinal to a single value. Similarly, the declaration foo : -> Cardinal with no accompanying equations will add a new element to Cardinal. Formally speaking, we want the semantics of a module N to be import protecting in the sense that 
Comparison with Concrete Program Modules
It is instructive to draw an analogy between the compilation of concrete program modules and the assignment of semantics to abstract program modules. The creation of executable code for a compound concrete program module entails two steps; compilation of the module using compiled import definition modules and linking of the code using compiled import implementation modules. The result of the first step is modeled by the function
, which uses only the export parts of the imported modules. The result of the second step is modeled by the datatype
IN] = fN(~MEOOMIMPNEM])
which uses the bodies of the imported modules. External import protection, i.e.,
[[N]]EXPM = EM]
states that the behavior of module M E EXPIMPN should not change when it is linked into N. This issue does not arise in conventional programming languages because the standard constructs ensure strong persistency.
Algebraic Module Specifications
In this section, we introduce algebraic module specifications as defined in [BEPP87, EM90] and compare them with abstract program modules. Within the context of our discussions, there are three primary differences between these two concepts. First, the import part of a module specification simply describes its required resources rather than naming specific modules to provide those resources. Second, compound module specifications are built up using a variety of operators, including composition e, i.e., import/export matching, and union @. Third, a module specification has a single import part that services its body and, indirectly, also its export part. Informally speaking, an abstract program module
(N, {NI}, EXPDEFN, {N2}, BODDEFN)
can be translated into a module specification trans(N) as follows. Let module specification MOD have import part, export part and body equal to the expanded import, export, and body specifications, respectively, of N, then
trans( N ) -M O D • ( trans( N1) (t) trans( N 2 ) ).
Our presentation of module specifications is a special case of the more general theory developed in [EM90]. In the general theory, the parts of a module specification may be connected by arbitrary specification morphisms; in this paper, specification inclusions are always assumed. More significantly, the general theory supports a fourth module component, called the parameter part, that models generic parameterization. Many of the results presented in this section are simple specializations of more general results presented in [EM90].
Syntax and Semantics of Module Specifications
Module specifications have the following abstract syntax. Again, we must worry about whether the meanings of import datatypes are changed. We say that MOD is poinlwise correct for A E AIg(IMP) if the free construction is strongly persistent at A, i.e.,
[FREE1MP-.BoD(A)]IMP = A
and that MOD is correct if it is pointwise correct for all A E AIg (IMP) . Note that MOD is always correct if IMP is empty. Generally speaking, useful and correct module specifications cannot be formulated within our restricted syntax. The problem is that correctness may hold only for import datatypes of some appropriate form, e.g., where the sort Boolean has distinct elements true and ~alse. One solution to this problem is to place high-level constraints on the form of import and export datatypes; this approach is investigated in [EW86, EFPPB86, EM90] . We adopt the more "programming-languageoriented" solution of requiring correctness only for the specific import datatypes used in a given construction.
Operations on Module Specifications
The composition operation • connects the export part of one module specification to the import part of another.
Definition 12 (Composition) Let MOD1 and MOD~ be module specifications such that IMP1 C EXP2 and BOD1 f) BOD2 = IMP1.
MOD1 • MOD~ = (IMP2, EXP1, BOD1 U BOD~)
The following theorem shows that composition preserves correctness and that the semantics of a composed module specification can be expressed in terms of the semantics of its parts. 
BOD~ ([A]rMp~) = [FREEtMp2--,BOD2 (A)]BODI
In the following definition, the syntactic union U (resp. intersection N) of two module specifications is taken to be the union (resp. intersection) of each of their components. 
MOD1 (9 MOD2 = MOD1 U MOD2
The following theorem shows that union preserves correctness and that the semantics of the union of two module specifications can be expressed in terms of the semantics of its parts. 
For all A E AIg(IMP1 U IMP2), [MODI (9 MOD2](A) = [MODI]([A]xMp~) +[MOD,2](tA]IMpt~) [MOD2]([A]zMe2)
where + denotes the amalgamated sum of datatypes.
Proof: Specialization of corresponding theorems in [EM90].
[] A pointwise formulation of the above theorem follows as a corollary.
Comparison with Abstract Program Modules
In this section, we show how a system of abstract program modules can be translated into a system of module specifications. For simplicity, we focus on small modules, where each import part of a small module contains exactly one module name, as in the introduction to this section. This case possesses enough structure to demonstrate how the translation works in principle. The generalization to arbitrary abstract program modules is straightforward but is technically more complex. (N2)) is equal to the union of the import parts of trans(Yl) and trans(g2).
To improve the readability of the following theorem, we add subscripts to our semantic functions: [N] where MOD = (IMPN, EXPN, BODN) .
We now show that the theorem holds by induction over the structure of N. For the base case, consider base modules N.
[[trans( N)]s = [(O, EXPN,BODN)]s -[[(@, EXPDEFN, EXPDEFN (9 BODDEFN)]]s = [FREE$..,EXPD~FNCBODDEFN(O)]F~XPDE$~ = [TEXPDEF~eBODDEFN]~XPDEFN = [Nlp
For the inductive step, consider compound modules N.
[trans(N)]s = [MOD. (trans(N1) @ trans(N2))]]s = [[MOD]]s([trans(N1)@trans(N2)]s) = [[MOD]s([[trans(N1)]s + ~trans(g2)~s)
= 
Concluding Remarks
This paper has studied the relationship between module specifications and programming language modules. Our approach was to introduce an intermediate algebraic concept of abstract program modules, which structurally model concrete program modules, and then to relate systems of abstract program modules to systems of module specifications. The primary result of this paper, theorem 4, shows that every system of abstract program modules can be translated into a system of module specifications with an equivalent structure and semantics. A practical consequence of this fact is that one need never worry that certain (desirable) implementations are unreachable from the specification level. On the other hand, module specifications are clearly more expressive than abstract program modules. This suggests that the transformational development of a system from module specifications to program modules must entail a phase where the module specifications are suitably restructured and refined.
Module specifications and concrete program modules both support the notion of generic parameterization. We plan to extend abstract program modules to include this notion and study its impact on the ability of module specifications to model abstract program modules.
